The author takes the contemporary theatre performance of Mátohy [The Spooks] and maps out the use of original folk theatre masks in a new theatrical context. He describes and characterizes the changes that occur as a consequence of transposing folk masks from their traditional environment to the contemporary stage.
Since then, perceptions of folk theatre have dramatically changed. In what is now Slovakia, folk theatre has always been understood as a specific kind of amateur theatre, involving folk art, folk customs and games expressed as drama. Typically, theatre professionals were not involved in this kind of production; instead, it is theatre created by the local inhabitants of the region, or by individuals of various civil professions.
Folk theatre not only comes under theatre studies, but also ethnography, since it is deeply rooted in the customs and ways of local populations. It is a special form of dramatic expression which is part of the accumulated spiritual and material values of human activity, preserved and handed down from generation to generation. It is distinct from professional theatre and it dates back to the early stages of human evolution, to the need for community playfulness and (magic) rituals. As thinking evolved and religious concepts developed, so too did dramatic performance and individual characters begin to emerge. At the same time the mask evolved as part of theatrical scenery.
The mask is a typical element in all folk theatre cultures. The earliest preserved mask to be used in theatre that was found in what is now Slovakia is a cult mask made of part of a human skull dating from the Hallstatt period, i.e. 700-400 B.C. (Čavojský 1997, 5) . 4 In his book Ľudové masky [Folk Masks], Slovak theatre theorist and ethnographer Martin Slivka, states that:
The fundamental stratum of our folk theatre is rooted in the rites, culture and religion of old Slavs. Archaeological and written sources contain little information on theatre and masks; however, direct and indirect evidence, analogies and preserved folklore materials provide us with at least a basic idea as to the ritual and dramatic acts of our forefathers, the types of characters and the styles of masking (Slivka 1990, 10 ).
There is a wide variety of types and kinds of masks in Slovak folk theatre. Masks were organized hierarchically and structurally over time and according to the purpose they served. In terms of time and place, individual masks are strictly tied to a certain context; in folk theatre, certain masks should not appear together within a certain time period and/or place. This is not simply because the regions were largely disparate and so masks differed, but also largely by the usage of masks in different calendar and lifecycle time periods. 5 However, other more recent uses have emerged regardless of the rules governing stages in human life and celebrations of specific days or geographic ties. One such use refers to the incorporation of elements of folk culture within theatre.
In 2010 a deal between a country boy called Matej and Death, which means that in order to postpone the death of his father, he has to find himself a hardworking, decent, rich wife, who is also devout and pretty. Set against the backdrop of a fairytale, the performance also borrows from the use of masks in folk theatre repertory, but reworked to make it acceptable and understandable to both children and adults. Furthermore, audiences were given the opportunity to experience folk theatre outside its traditional setting (i.e. the street, the backyard, a room, an inn, etc). However, Kamil Žiška did not incorporate folk theatre elements into his production in a comprehensive manner. He took elements from folk theatre and incorporated them into the production so that a number of them assumed new meaning.
7 On the one hand, these elements took on new meanings unprompted and automatically, as a natural consequence of their being lifted from one context to another. On the other hand, others were the result of deliberate intervention on the part of the director. 
A)
Automatic (unintentional) modifications occur regularly when folk theatre is transposed to a theatrical production, as transferring intact elements is a complex exercise and not entirely feasible for several reasons. Specific dramatic phenomena and scenes that take place in civic spaces, out on the streets, in houses or backyards, i.e. directly on the "stage of life", were transferred to the stone building of the Andrej Bagar Theatre in Nitra. It is extremely difficult to replicate the identical conditions of a particular performance in folk theatre in its original form. However, in Mátohy this (i.e. re-run of a complete theatrical production) 8 presents very little difficulty (the cast is identical, and there is a permanent acting space regardless of the weather). The sacral element is common in folk theatre and a frequently pursued goal is to return to the archetype-to the traditional form in order to preserve and remember the past and return to the roots. However, Mátohy has commercial ambitions and it seeks to entertain and capture the audience's attention. 9 The modal aspect of the theatre is strongly present in folk theatre, i.e. the inner relationship between the narrator and the story in relation to the contents of the dramatic statement. However, the actors of the Andrej Bagar Theatre in Nitra have a strictly professional approach to the play and they treat it as they would treat any other play staged by the theatre.
B)
Deliberate interventions on the author's part: Kamil Žiška assigns new meanings to certain masks and, with the exception of their visual appearance, he ignores the common rules used to attribute roles to masks in folk theatre.
The production uses a mask called Turoň, which is a stylized bull's head, indicated by the addition of stately horns. The use of Turoň in folk theatre is linked to farming cults and a reenactment of the fruit-bearing forces of nature. In Mátohy this mask is used to epitomize the villagers being bewitched into hovado (which means a draught animal, usually an ox or a cow, and it is also a swear word). The link between the production and folk theatre was thus simply visual. Another similar example is the character of Kráľ in Mátohy-the king. Again, Kamil Žiška was inspired by the folk mask of the king (one of the Magi) used in nativity plays, but he simplified the traditional idiom. In Mátohy the mask conceals the character of a classic fairy tale king and it has no particular connection to nativity plays, unlike its counterpart in folk theatre. Another example is that of actors being changed into haystacks. In Mátohy, the haystacks were stylized into military roles and they embodied the army, which has no model in folk theatre. Digressions from established and generally used characteristics, such as these, disrupt the way in which this mask is conventionally perceived. 10 The only mask which, aside from its appearance, quite truthfully embodies the inner attributes of a folk theatre mask, is the mask of Death. The mask is commonly used in folk theatre in rituals such as "burying the bass" at Shrovetide, in wintertime ceremonial walks, or in Hra o Herodesovi [The Play About Herodes]. In Mátohy, Death is covered head to toe in a white sheet, carrying a scythe made out of a goose's wing attached to a wooden stick. In this play, Death plays the same role and character and exhibits the same behaviour as in folk theatre. There is a reason for transposing folk theatre into the setting of contemporary professional drama theatre. Nitra audiences have limited opportunity to experience this folk theatre in its traditional environment, since the masks used are not found in the Nitra region and also the various masks are only used during brief periods of the year.
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In Mátohy, Kamil Žiška introduces the audiences to the archetypes of folk masks. Using visual and aural means, he presents folk theatre as a modern production which, unlike a book or film, means that live and immediate interaction can occur with the audience. Had the producers taken a more responsible approach to this creative process and had they not deprecated folk masks (by mixing and eliminating heterogenous elements rendering them meaningless, thus making them less effective, or, on the contrary, by adding their own elements which have no counterpart in folk theatre) then the production and individual scenic images would have been an appropriate alternative for the viewer who does not have the opporunity to experience folk theatre in its traditional environment.
